A sticky never-drying liquid repellent used to discourage starlings from landing or roosting.

4 The Birds Liquid Bird Repellent is a transparent liquid repellent used to deter starlings from landing on interior surfaces and outside vegetation. Opaque white when applied, it sets up as a colorless film. It can be sprayed or painted on to various surfaces providing broad coverage.

NOTE - It is critical that you read and understand all product information before application.

Before Applying

- READ & UNDERSTAND all information available for the 4 The Birds Liquid Repellent. If you have any questions - stop and call Nixalite.
- Clean all surfaces thoroughly. Treat porous and textured surfaces with an under coating such as paint or sealer.
- Apply in temperatures above 40°F. After it sets up, it retains its tack from 15°F up to 200°F. Do not apply where desirable bird species are present.

Interior Use - beams, trusses, pipes, etc.
1. Make sure to protect areas below or around the application surface from over spray or run off.
2. Apply full strength - do not dilute. Thoroughly shake or mix repellent before application.
3. Spray to the point of run off. Make sure all top surfaces are completely coated. This will necessitate the operator being level with or above the surface being sprayed.

Exterior Use - trees, bushes (when dormant).
1. Make sure to protect areas below or around the application surface from over spray or run off.
2. Apply to the point of run off on top of any branch large enough to support a pigeon or starling.
3. Apply full strength - do not dilute. Thoroughly shake or mix repellent before application.
4. Use spray equipment capable of discharge pressures of up to 150 p.s.i. Aerial spraying NOT PERMITTED.
5. It is recommended to treat trees, bushes and vines in the fall or early spring when limbs are bare and easily accessible.
6. Apply in temperatures of 40° or more. Drift can be reduced by applying in calm conditions.
7. Generally 1 gallon could do 1 tree with 5” diameter trunk (after foliage has fallen), or about 6 - 3ft high bushes. These coverages are APPROXIMATE.

Clean-Up

Use mineral spirits to clean equipment immediately after use. Use mineral spirits to clean interior surfaces. Remove repellent from sealed concrete and stone with a water hose immediately after exposure.

ALWAYS READ THE PRODUCT LABEL BEFORE APPLICATION!!
For current prices and availability, visit our website at www.nixalite.com or contact Nixalite at 800.624.1189 or fax 800.624.1196